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is ready to heat up 

your collections ...

“And that’s 

the bottom line 

‘cuse Stone Cold
™

says so!”

The Rock™ and his tag team
partners at Sega have cooked up 
a video game that will have the
Roody-poo, candy-ass competition
feeling like they’ve just been
smacked down by the 
Peoples Elbow! 
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Actual screen images!!



Royal Rumble® features include:
The WWF where Monday night Raw
outdraws Monday Night Football. 

21 of the WWF’s biggest names!
Stone Cold Steve Austin®, The Rock®,
The Undertaker®, Kurt Angle®, The
Godfather® and 16 other WWF
superstars delivering signature moves
like Steve Austin’s® Stone Cold
Stunner, The Rock’s® Rock Bottom,
The Undertaker’s® Choke Slam, Triple
H’s® Pedigree, and Rishiki’s® 21!  With
hundreds of motion capture images
per wrestler, you’ll swear you’re
watching a live WWF SMACKDOWN
event! 

Sega’s exclusive 4 player Vs. Cabinet.
With 2 29” 31 kilohertz High-
Resolution monitors, it’s big enough
to handle the power of the WWF.

Two game modes - Exhibition and the
Royal Rumble®!  

In Exhibition mode you have to body
slam your way through 10 matches!
Sega’s exclusive Tag Team AI lets
you choose a CPU controlled partner!
Call your partner up to deliver a
knock down move or have him 
throw you a weapon so you can do it
yourself!  

In Royal Rumble® mode you enter the
ring with up to eight other wrestlers
where you’ll fight until there’s just
one man left!
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Assembled Dimensions 
43”Dx71”Wx86”H, 650 lbs


